Name: ____________________________

History Hall Hunt
Locate the following items in the Museum of the Rockies’ History Hall
and fill in the blank to complete each sentence.

1. The Museum of the Rockies was not always known as the Museum of the Rockies. It was originally
the ___________________________________________, which was established in 1904. That later
became the _________________________________ in 1957, established by Dr. Caroline McGill.

2. Clothing items were made of ___________________ (like the fur gloves on display) by people in the
Rocky Mountain Region because of the fur’s durability and availability.

3. In 1940, the average rent in Bozeman was $_________________ per
month.

4. Rural _____________________ Stations sprang up in the 1930s to provide fuel, minor repairs, and
refreshments like soft drinks and tobacco.

5. ____________________________________ Shacks were built by homesteaders using milled
______x______ s covered with _________________.

6. It takes ___________ gallons of water to fill a bathtub.

7. The oldest rifle on display at the Museum of the Rockies is a ______________________________
from the year ______________. It could shoot 30 shots per minute.

8. On ______________________, 1919, a large fire, started in a barn,
burned down several buildings in the town of
_______________________, Montana. The hand‐pulled chemical
extinguisher replaced the human‐powered
“_______________________________” used to fight the fire.

9. An ______________ cart was used to haul millions of dollars worth of minerals (like gold, silver, and
copper) to the earth’s surface in towns like Butte and Virginia City.

10. The oldest wagon, coach, buggy, or car at the Museum of the Rockies is the
__________________________________ featured in the __________________________________
newspaper in 1883.

11. The ____________________________________________
(the Museum’s airplane) was first flown in July of
___________________ by Tom Helmerich.

12. A ______________________ was the primary means of transportation for most Americans in the
nineteenth century.

Name: ____________________________

History Hall Hunt
Locate the following items in the Museum of the Rockies’ History Hall
and fill in the blank to complete each sentence.

1. The Museum of the Rockies was not always known as the Museum of the Rockies. It was originally
the __Montana State Dairy Barn_______________, which was established in 1904. That later
became the __Montana State College History Museum__ in 1957, established by Dr. Caroline McGill.

2. Clothing items were made of _beaver__________ (like the fur gloves on display) by people in the
Rocky Mountain Region because of the fur’s durability and availability.

3. In 1940, the average rent in Bozeman was $_27.29___________ per
month.

4. Rural _Filling ____________ Stations sprang up in the 1930s to provide fuel, minor repairs, and
refreshments like soft drinks and tobacco.

5. __Tar Paper_________________________ Shacks were built by homesteaders using milled
__2___x__4___ s covered with __tar paper_____.

6. It takes __30_______ gallons of water to fill a bathtub.

7. The oldest rifle on display at the Museum of the Rockies is a _Volcanic Rifle_______________ from
the year __1856________. It could shoot 30 shots per minute.

8. On __July 28_____________, 1919, a large fire, started in a barn,
burned down several buildings in the town of
___Logan_______________, Montana. The hand‐pulled chemical
extinguisher replaced the human‐powered
“___Bucket_Brigade_____________” used to fight the fire.

9. An __ore_________ cart was used to haul millions of dollars worth of minerals (like gold, silver, and
copper) to the earth’s surface in towns like Butte and Virginia City.

10. The oldest wagon, coach, buggy, or car at the Museum of the Rockies is the
__Bain_Wagon______________________ featured in the ___Butte_Miner____________________
newspaper in 1883.

11. The __Pietenpol_Air_Camper______________________ (the
Museum’s airplane) was first flown in July of
__1932_____________ by Tom Helmerich.

12. A __saddle______________ was the primary means of transportation for most Americans in the
nineteenth century.

